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introduction

A number of fragmentary manuscripts in hebrew and ara-
maic have been found at masada including seven from the hebrew
bible these are masla lev 43943454599 maslbmas1bmasla lev 831 1140 masic
beutdeut 3317 21 342 6 masid ezek 3111 3715 masle
Ps 816 856 maslfmas1fmasle Ps 1501 6 and maslgmasla Ps 1826 29

aside from minor orthographic differences these are in all cases
the same as the masoretic text MT of the hebrew bible we have
today there are in addition a number of extrabiblicalextrabiblical fragments
including a fragment of ben sira ecclesiasticus masihmasohmaslhmas1h and a
fragment apparently of the book of jubileesJubil ees masMamaslimasilbaslislisiisil1 i I11

the presence of biblical and apocryphal texts at masada
demonstrates that these texts were valued by the various groups
that occupied the site before the roman conquest but it also
brings up the question of canon which if any of these texts had
been canonized or considered sacred and binding scripture by
their readers their presence at the site alone says nothing of their
canonicity for many writings of a clearly noncanonical nature
were also found at masada while it is impossible to know the
exact opinion of the inhabitants of masada on these writings there
is some evidence for the development of a hebrew bible canon in
the larger jewish community and interestingly enough certain
defining events for the hebrew canon were probably occurring
almost at the same time as the fall of masada in 73 CE
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definition of the hebrew canon

jerome while we lack evidence for most of the details of
this defining process we can set some terminating dates after
which the canon was clearly fixed because of conflicting latin
versions of the bible in the late fourth century jerome was com-
missioned by pope narDardamasusnasus in AD 382 or 383 to produce a new
authoritative latin translation jerome departed from the former
tradition of translating the hebrew bible from the greek septu-
agint version and instead embarked on an intensive study of
hebrew in the holy land 2

jeromesgeromesJeromes study apparently also included research into the
canon as it existed among the jews of his time for in the preface to
the first biblical book he translated from hebrew samuelkingsSamuel Kings
published about 3903 he outlines what he has learned just as

there are twenty two letters elementaalementaelementa with which we write every-
thing we say in hebrew so there are a total of twenty two books
voluminalyoluminavoluminayovolumina in the hebrew scriptures having explained that as

there are five double letters in hebrew so there are also five dou-
ble books in the hebrew bible he goes on to list the books

first come genesis exodus leviticus numbers and deute-
ronomy these are the five books of moses which they call the
torathborathTorath or the law second is the order of the prophets

which are joshua judgesruthJudgesRuth samuel kings isaiah jeremiah
ezekiel and the twelve minor prophets eight books in jeromesgeromesJeromes
count the third order comprises the hagiographa the nine
books ofjob psalms proverbs ecclesiastes song of songs daniel
chronicles ezra in two books namely ezra and nehemiah and
esther for a grand total of twenty two because of the signifi-
cance of the correspondence of the number of the letters in the
hebrew alphabet with this number of books in the bible jerome
felt he had arrived at a sure method of determining which books
were canonical and which were excluded and in this preface he
names some of the more important noncanonical non in
canone books 4

if we can assume that jerome includes lamentations with
jeremiah as one of the double books 5 the canon of jeromesgeromesJeromes
hebrew bible is the same as that of the masoretic text in other
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words it had reached its final state at least in palestine at the
latest by the end of the fourth century CE

origen the content of the hebrew canon was discussed in
the third century by the greek christian origen circa 185

255 CE according to the historian eusebius who was born dur-
ing the generation following origensbrigensOrigens death origen cataloged the
books of the hebrew bible as follows it ought to be known that
the conventional vaaev5ia9rkouv&a tat1kol in other words canonical books
which the hebrews have handed down number twenty two the
same number as letters in their alphabet 6

origen working from the greek tradition did not divide the
hebrew bible into three parts as jerome did but instead simply
listed the books genesis exodus leviticus numbers deuteron-
omy joshua judges ruth kingdoms 1 2 in other words samuel
kingdoms 3 4 kings chronicles ezra probably ezranehe
miah psalms proverbs ecclesiastes song of songs isaiah jere
miahlamentationsletter of jeremiah daniel ezekiel job and
esther outside of these beooeno6eoo0 af8fe rotTODTCOVdovcov falls maccabees 7 ori
gens twenty two include several double books and one triple
book jeremiahlamentationsJeremiah Lamentations together with the letter ofjeremiah
which is now included in the apocrypha strangely his list omits
the twelve minor prophets

melito eusebius also quoted melito bishop of sardis on the
question of the canon melito lived during the reign of marcus
aurelius 161 80 CE and was active just before the birth of ori-
gen in the section of melitos writings quoted by eusebius the
bishop listed the recognized writings 06ioxoyouievcovgoxoyougfbovvov ypacpcovypwpcov

of the old testament the list was made on behalf of a church
member onesimus who had inquired of melito which books
were authoritative in order to make a compilation of passages
about the lord from the law and the prophets EEKktekreT tobzodTODzourob v6iouv6guu
KOCI ravrdvTCOVr&v 7ipoprtcovnpotqtcov it appears that melito did not know the
answer to this question when asked for he made a special trip to
the holy land eiadqr1veiq TTV &varoxvavaroxnv where he could learn the facts
more accurately

melito does not inform us from whom he learned which writ-
ings were recognized but it seems likely at that period and in that
place that it might have been an official of the jewish christian
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church or possibly even one of the authoritative teachers of the
palestinian rabbinic schools his list is as follows genesis exodus
numbers leviticus deuteronomy jesus the son of nun joshua
judges ruth 1 4 kings 1 2 chronicles the psalms of david
solomons proverbs and wisdom lokogcovoq2oioicovo ilapoiaiainapotgtfat ilT kaKCCIwott

1
1

lopicopia2opiafu ecclesiastes song of songs job isaiah jeremiah the
twelve prophets daniel ezekiel and ezra 8

missing from this list assuming the same doubling of certain
books as jerome and origen assumed is esther which as we shall
see below was in fact one of the last books to be recognized as
authoritative 9 it is clear that at the end of the second century the
canon of the hebrew bible was not fixed in the same form it would
later assume indeed it was so nebulous that average church mem-
bers and even ecclesiastical officials did not know which books
were authoritative without doing quite a bit of research

josephus A final post masada witness to the state of the
canon is the jewish witness josephus born circa 37 5838 CE in
one of his last works against aaionapion 1011 josephus used the consis-
tency of the scriptures as a proof of the truth of the israelite faith
he claims that because only prophets were allowed to write the
records there is no disagreement 8taycoviaq5iapcovia within them these
prophets were able to write accurate history because they learned
the facts through inspiration from god TTVrtlv bravotavrtivejiutvoiav TTVorv aabanhanoroijtouTOD

OFGEOTJob thus in a not so subtle criticism of the state of the greek
religious writings the jews do not have thousands g1jptap upia5eaf8f of
conflicting books but instead have only twenty two consistent texts

josephus does not list the books but does note the tripartitetripartatetripartate
division of the scriptures informing us that there are five books of
moses then thirteen books written by prophets subsequent to moses
and finally four books of hymns and counsel 511 josephus also
claimed that nothing authoritative was written after the thirteen
prophetic books because prophecy and the succession of prophets

TTVdtat1vrconvrcovTOV tcpcxpritcovnpoyijrcov akpi3ri&kptp giomglom5iaorvx11W had ceased from the time of
artaxerxesArtaxerxes 465 424 BCE josephus probably saw ezra as the last
of the prophets histories of the later period had indeed been writ-
ten but they were not thought worthy of faith equal nicyrccogTIKJTEQX 8

oxOD aioatobioacbiobilacfagac filfithiltiicotocigrotoratgrol to those of the earlier period 12 this detail is
presumably missing from the christian witnesses because for them
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prophecy had again revived at least for a time in the ministry of
jesus and with the writings of the new testament

A comparison of the witnesses ofjeromeofjerome origen melito and
josephus reveals that the closer we get to the first century the less
clear the hebrew canon becomes if these four may be taken as

representative of the thought of their own ages then it is evident
that the canon becomes less fixed the farther back we go

development of the canon

it was not until quite late about jeromesgeromesJeromes time that the
books of the bible began to be copied physically into a single book
and then only in the greek or latin translations unlike these trans-
lations which were copied onto sheets paper papyrus or parch-
ment and bound into books codices hebrew biblical manuscripts
were always copied onto leather scrolls jeromesgeromesJeromes use of the word
volumina for the books of the bible shows that he was using
scrolls in his translation the latin bolumenvolumen from which we get
our volume usually refers to a book in scroll form

the scroll format mandated the physical separation of indi-
vidual sections of the whole into manageable parts many readers
may own a copy of the bible on audio tape suppose that instead
of a few dozen separate tapes the entire production was recorded
on a single tape not only would the resulting tape be enormous
but access to particular parts would be nearly impossible the dis-
advantages of such an arrangement are obvious

the same disadvantages exist for a work written onto a scroll
in the ancient world lengthy works were typically divided into
smaller segments for this very reason so that they could be copied
onto more than one scroll this is the reason for the division of the
iliad and the odyssey for example into twenty four books each
the bible is different from these classical examples in that it did
not begin as a single book it started out as separate books each of
which was about the right size to fit onto a single scroll the twelve
minor prophets were usually grouped together their total extent
being the right length for a scroll and were thus considered in the
minds of most ancient witnesses one book it was only gradually
that the individual books began to be associated with each other
and recognized as authoritative and canonical 13
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records of evolving canon this evolving canon began
at different times apparently for different parts of the bible one
of the earliest signs of consciousness of a canon occurs in the bib-
lical record itself in the seventh century BC second kings 22 23
and 2 chronicles 34 relate the story of how after many years of
incompetent and irreligious rulers the pious king josiah came to
power in israel his reign may be summarized as an attempt to steer
israel back toward god and josiah spent much of his time sup-
pressing false forms of worship in his kingdom

during josiahsJosiahs administration circa 640 609 BCE the
book of the law14law was discovered in the temple which was being

renovated in order to accommodate josiahsJosiahs reforms 15 upon its
discovery the book is given to the king 2 kgsggs 2210 2 chron
3418 when it is read to him he rends his clothing as a sign of
mourning or penitence it is clear from the whole narrative that
this book is entirely new to the king and indeed everyone else the
king who has after all been trying to do the right thing has now
discovered from the book that israel has apparently been cursed
for the actions of his predecessors he orders his servants to
inquire of the lord about the book they dutifully approach the
prophetess huldah who declares that the prophecies in the book
will be fulfilled but that because josiah has humbled himself dis-
aster will strike only after his lifetime 2 kgsggs 2214 20 2 chron
3422 28 at this point josiah puts himself and all of israel under
covenant to obey and keep the commandments of the book
2 kgsggs 231 3 2 chron 3430 33 this is clearly a formal act of

canonization if canonization is understood in its usual sense as
causing a set of writings to be made authoritative and binding
upon a group

josiahsJosiahs reforms were short lived and within his childrens
lifetime the babylonian captivity began apparently during that
period of captivity most of israel was again without its scriptures
the destruction of jerusalem did not bode well for much being

saved consequently when the israelites were later allowed to
return to jerusalem ezra who himself had studied and observed
the law of the lordlord1616 ezra 710 had to formally initiate a

covenant between israel and the lord to obey the law thus recan
onizingonizine these writings see especially nehaeh 9 10
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the book ofofnehemiahnehemiah records that ezra brings the book of the
law of moses out to show the people and reads it to them he then
has the priests explain it to them probably because the law itself is

written in hebrew while by that time the people speak aramaic
the people weep to hear the law they study it thoroughly and as a
result reinstitute the festival of the booths which though pre-
scribed in the scriptures has not been practiced since the time of
joshua aehneh 81 17 all this implies that before ezras action there
was little or no knowledge of the law among the general israelite
populace and that there had not been for a very long time

to receive the law the lord commands ezra to take five

scribes and go to a secluded place for forty days during which
time the scriptures will be revealed to him 2 esdras 1423 26

having gathered his scribes ezra begins to speak and continues
without stopping for the entire time the five scribes take turns
writing ezras words down and after forty days ninety four books
have been written god tells ezra to make the first twenty four
public to be read by the good and bad alike but the remaining
seventy are to be kept back and given to none but the wise
among your people they contain a stream of understanding a

fountain of wisdom a flood of knowledge 2 esdras 1441 48

the number twenty four is an alternative ancient calculation
for the number of books in the hebrew bible jerome notes in his
preface to samuelkingsSamuel Kings that in addition to his calculation of
twenty two others count the same books as twenty four these
numbers as we have seen were calculated by combining or not
combining various books such as judges and ruth and were prob-
ably chosen for symbolic reasons second esdras probably written
around 100 CE attributes the entire canon as the author knew it
to ezra what the twenty four books are he does not explain what-
ever they were the author of esdras clearly makes a distinction
between these canonized books and other apocryphal or pseude-
pigraphicalpigraphical books he asserts that these books were also revealed
to ezra along with the canonized books thus explaining their exis-
tence and claims to inspiration

division of the canon israels rededication under ezra as

underjosiahunder josiah was temporary and the people appear to have lapsed
into unrighteousness more than once during the intertestamentaltestamentalinter
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period the history recorded in 1 maccabees notes three times
when a prophet would have been useful but none was to be
found 1 mace 446 927 1441 however attitudes toward the
canon appear to have been evolving it is probable that during this
period the familiar tripartatetripartitetripartate division of the hebrew bible into the
law the prophets and the writings began to become standard
second maccabees 213 written around 124 BCE has nehemiah
collecting the chronicles of the kings the writings of the prophets
the works of david and royal letters and a few years earlier
132 BCE the prologue to ben sira refers to the legacy of great

value that has come to us through the law the prophets and the
writers who followed in their steps 01711717 the author is not very spe-
cific about the third division the writings referring to the scrip-
tures three times in the prologue he simply calls the writings the
others or the rest rcokTCOVrcov uovakkwvabovlovkov totTOCT X goitiaxoitiaxotn&XoiTia

evidence in the new testament shows that by the time of
christ it had become usual to refer to the scriptures as the law
and the prophets matt 517 712 2237 40 luke 1616 29 3311

see also rom 321 demonstrating that at least those portions of
the hebrew bible had become fairly standardized by that age jesus
also refers to the scriptures once as including at least part of the
writings when giving his final words to the disciples he says that
all things which were written in the law of moses and in the
prophets and in the psalms concerning him have been fulfilled
luke 2444

the tripartatetripartitetripartate division is important to the question of canon
because it appears that the canon was established more or less in
three stages the law of moses had been accepted by israel at least
in theory if not in practice since ancient times and was formally
canonized from the time of ezra fifth century BCE as already dis-
cussed 18 the section that came to be known as the prophets was
accepted as authoritative later probably in postexilic times

As pointed out by anderson the words of the prophets had
been clearly proven true by the captivity and exile thus substanti-
ating their claim to divine inspiration and authority so long as
prophecy was still a living force the various collections of pro-
phetic teaching continued to be preserved and enlarged that is in
an open canon this involved not only the addition of new
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material but also the adaptation and interpretation of older prophe-
cies to apply them to new situations but prophecy did not
continue as a living force 19 that this was recognized by israel is

evidenced by josephussjosephuesJosephuss statement that prophecy had ceased
around the time of ezra 020O possibly this cessation with its accom-
panying cessation of additions to and modifications of the
prophetic writings was the impetus for collecting them together
into an authoritative canonized and closed unit

anderson believes that this section the prophets was estab-
lished by 200 BCE part of his evidence is that the book of daniel
which was written down around 165 BCE is not a part of this sec-
tion but it undoubtedly would have been if the canon had not
already been established previous to that date 21 on the other
hand the canonicity of the book of ezekiel which is included in
this section was under discussion as late as the years immediately
preceding the destruction ofjerusalem and the events at masada 22

the final form of the third section the writings or hagiogra-
pha seems to have coalesced during the first two centuries CE

A talmudic discussion recording a tradition dating to this period
states that our rabbis taught the order of the prophets is

joshua judges samuel kings jeremiah ezekiel isaiah and the
twelve minor prophets the order of the hagiographa is ruth
the book of psalms job proverbs ecclesiastes song of songs
lamentations daniel and the scroll of esther ezra and chronicles
baba bathrabatara l4b14blab these books correspond exactly to the later tra-

dition as canonized in the masoretic text but this authoritative list-
ing did not emerge without lively discussion in addition to
questions about the canonicity of ezekiel mentioned above the
books of esther ecclesiastes song of songs and the aramaic por-
tions of daniel and ezra came under scrutiny at this time megillahMegillah
7aaa shabbath 30b50b mishnah yadaim 4.54545 tosefta yadaim 2.14214214 ben
sira also was discussed and apparently considered for inclusion
though eventually rejected toseftaTosefta yadaimyadaiin 2.13213213215

some of these first and second century discussions on the
hebrew canon took place at the great rabbinic school ofofjabnehjabnehjabner
sometimes called by its greek name jamnia according to rab-

binic sources just before the fall of jerusalem the rabbi johanan
ben zakkai manages to escape the doomed city enter the roman



fragment of ben sira this fragment is one of the incomplete extra
canonical texts found at masada ben sira was considered for inclusion
in the biblical canon but was eventually rejected
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camp and receive an audience with vespasian when he greets
vespasian as imperator generalemperorgeneral emperor vespasian objects that
the greeting is treasonous since he is not the emperor johanan
predicts that vespasian will in fact be king and he is proved cor-
rect three days later when vespasian learns the news that he has
indeed been acclaimed emperor impressed vespasian grants
johanan any wish when johanan asks him to lift the siege and
leave the city vespasian naturally refuses but he does grant
johanansJohanans second wish to allow certain scholars to leave the city
and establish a rabbinic school at the town ofofjabnehjabnehjabner 2313

after the fall of jerusalem jabnehjabner became the center of
israelite religion johanan became the head of the group ofjewish
scholars who gathered there and he was followed by gamaliel II11il
under gamaliel about 80 117 CE a number of discussions appear
to have occurred at the school concerning what should be
included in the hebrew bible although in contradiction to schol-
arly consensus of the first part of this century the sources do not
record any official debate or final decision at jabnehjabner on the canon 24

what the sources do record is continuing discussion particularly
about the status of the writings that the content of the writings
was becoming set is evidenced by the fact that the ancient sources
begin to speak of them as a group the law the prophets and the
writings which from then on meant the bible gamaliel 11II was
the first to use this terminology when asked where in the scrip-
tures the doctrine of the resurrection was found he replied
from the torah law in the prophets and the hagiographa
writings crmrdnnninnn ini aninanjnownri amp7m rannrmnnnninri in sanhedrin gob

conclusion

andersons article on canon in the cambridge history of the
bible gives three reasons why it was urgent for jews that the issue
of canon be settled at this time the first century CE namely

1 the dispersion and particularly the destruction of the temple
meant that the only source of guidance in practice and belief was
the written word 2 the existence of numerous apocalyptic writ-
ings claiming to be written by earlier prophets required some
sort of authoritative decision on their authenticity and 3 the
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appearance of christian scripture also required some official exclu-
sion of those books from the canon 25 this argument makes sense
but only after the fact while talmudic discussions of heretical
christian writings determined that they do not make the hands
unclean in other words are not in the canon 2616 no evidence
exists for formal exclusion of apocalyptic works at least not atatjabjab
nehaeh 2717 and certainly no evidence for a council or synod held
there the most the sources offer is the later listing of books in the
prophets and the writings already discussed baba bathrabatara l4b14blab

thus evidence documenting the formation of the hebrew
canon is inconclusive yet it is clear from the talmudic list that by
the third century at the latest the canon had been set for the jews
christians began to formalize their canon a bit later see jeromesgeromesJeromes
listfistbist above 2818 unlike the christians who eventually ratified their
canonical lists in formal councils there is no evidence of such an
event for the jewish faith it appears that their canon which did in
fact become closed and fixed developed organically by consensus
and tradition

what then of the canon at masada if the jewish groups that
took refuge there were traditional in their belief about the canon-
icity of the hebrew bible they would likely have included the law
and prophets portions largely as we have them now As seen above
three of the masada fragments come from the law leviticus and
deuteronomy one from the prophets ezekiel and three from
psalms there are no fragments from other portions of the writi-
ngs 2919 it may be fair then to say from this scant evidence and our
general knowledge of the state of the hebrew bible at the time that
the canon at masada was similar to that embodied in jesus state-
ment a generation earlier that which is written in the law of
moses and in the prophets and in the psalms luke 2444

robert L maxwell is special collections librarian at brigham young university

NOTES

for additional information see stephen A reed comp the dead sea
scrolls catalogue documents photographs and museum inventory numbers
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ed M J lundberg and M B phelps atlanta scholars 1994 185 86 she
mariyahumariyahu talmon hebrew scroll fragments from masada in the7 be story of
masada ed gila hurvitz provo utah BYU studies 1997 101 7 and david
rolph seely the masada fragments the qumranquaran scrolls and the new testa-
ment in this volume

2seeaseeee H F D sparks jerome as biblical scholar in the7 be cambridge his-
tory of the bible 3 vols cambridge cambridge university press 1970 1518
521 and D C parker vulgate in the7beanchorbibleanchor bibiebible dictionary ed david noel
freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 6860

warkerbarker vulgate 6860
4jeromesjeromesgeromesJeromes preface may be found in bebliabiblia sacra huxtaluxta1uxtavuxta vulgatamVulgatam ver

simonemsionem 2dad ed 2 vols stuttgart wurttembergischewijrttembergische bibelanstalt 1975 1364
66 translations are the authors

this count is problematic since although jerome claims to be counting
five double books in his total of twenty two there are in fact six if jeremiah
lamentations is counted as one judgesruthJudgesRuth samuel kings jeremiahlamenta
tionseions chronicles and ezranehemiahEzra Nehemiah

usebiuseusebiususebiusblus ecclesiastical history 6.262626251625.15 1 the greek text of eusebius is most
conveniently accessible in the 1926 32 loeb edition of kirsopp lake andandjandaJ E L

oulton translations by the author
eusebius7eusebius history 625.262526252

usebiuseusebiususebiusblus history 426.124261242612 14
ginn addition melitos peculiar phrase solomons proverbs and wisdom

makes one wonder if he is including the now apocryphal book wisdom of
solomon which however was originally written in greek not hebrew

lowritten after 939394959494ce94 CE the publication date of hisbishisjewishjewish antiquities
I1 josephus against apron 1.37137137157 40 the greek text of against apron may

be found in the first volume of the loeb edition of josephus 1926 translations
are by the author

12josephusosephus against aaionapion 141411.41141.41

1317orfor a good discussion of the problem of the physical format of ancient
books in relation to the books of the bible see nahum M samasarna ancient libraries
and the ordering of the biblical books A lecture presented at the library of
congress march 6 1989 washington DC library of congress 1989

141tit is not entirely clear what the neglected book of the law that was
discovered in the temple included some suppose it included only the central
portion of deuteronomy achschs 5 28 see G W anderson canonical and non-
canonical in the hebrew bible in cambridge history of the bible 11120120 the
fact that the entire book is read aloud twice in the episode 2 kgsggs 22221011221010 11 232
2 chron 3418 19 3430 see also the footnote to 2 kings 231 3 in the new
english bible NEB does appear to be evidence for a shorter work than the
entire pentateuch on the other hand the book is referred to as sefer ha torah
rannrmnn laolaciao every time it is mentioned this later became the normal way of refer-
ring to the pentateuch further josiah seems particularly worried about certain
dire prophecies directed against israel which presumably come from prophets
later than moses perhaps the text included selections of the pentateuch as wellwenweliweil
as parts of later prophecies the important points for this discussion are that
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the text was unknown to israel before its discovery under josiah that it included
portions of what is now the hebrew bible and that it was formally canonized
under the kings direction

the chronology ofofjosiahsjosiahsJosiahs reforms differs significantly between the two
sources chronicles recording that they began in the eighth year of his reign
about 652632 2 chr 343 and kings claiming they began in the eighteenth year
62221622 21 2 kgsggs 223 chronicles records that the discovery of the book of the
law occurred in the eighteenth year ofofjosiahsjosiahsJosiahs reign 2 chr 348

As withwithjosiahsjosiahsJosiahs book of the law it is not clear precisely what is contained
in ezras certainly at least the pentateuch anderson canonical and non-
canonical 1112312 3 the account found in 2 esdras 4 ezra claims it was the entire
hebrew bible and gives an interesting story of how ezra obtained the scriptures
ezra was disturbed that israel was sinking into wickedness and speaking to the
lord in vision blamed it on the fact that the law was burned in the destruction of
jerusalem so no one can know about the deeds you have done or intend to do
he asked to have the scriptures revealed to him the whole story of the world
from the very beginning everything that is contained in your law so that the
people would at least have the chance to choose to do right NEB 2 esdras
1421221421 22

17samuel sandmel M jack suggs and arnold J tkacik eds the new en-
glish bible with the apocrypha new york oxford university press 1976 115

james A sanders canon in anchor bible dictionary hebrew bible
section 1840 dates the sequence genesis 2 kings both as to content and as to
order to the sixth centurybcecentury BCE

1919andersonanderson canonical and noncanonicalnon canonical 1127
josephus20josephus20Josephtisvislis againstapionagainst aaionapion 1.41141

2andersonandersonaanderson canonical and noncanonicalnon canonical 1129
22 hananiah reconciled ezekiel with the torah at least four years before the

destruction of the temple in truth that man hananiah son of hezekiah by
name is to be remembered for blessing but for him the book of ezekiel would
have been hidden a technical term for excluded from the canon for its words
contradicted the torah 1I epstein ed hebrew english edition of the babylon-
ian talmud translated into english london soncinoconcinoSoncino 1960 90 shabbath 13b
and footnote alai all direct english quotations are from this edition there are
actually two talmudsTalmuds one compiled in babylonian rabbinic centers the baby-
lonian talmud and one compiled in palestine the jerusalem talmud both con-
sist of extended commentary on the mishnah a summation of oral traditions
about the law of moses competed in 200ce200 CE and both were written down
between the early third and the fifth centuries CE they include however
numerous traditions about much earlier rabbis such as the one preserved in this
quotation the talmud and mishnah are divided into subject sections called trac
tates by which reference is made within each tractate of the babylonian tal-
mud references are to the page number of the edicioeditio princeps that of daniel
bomberg venice 1520 23 As is customary in this article tractatestractates in the baby-
lonian talmud will be referred to by tractate alone with no notice that reference
is to the babylonian vs the jerusalem talmud references to the mishnah are to
section and verse within the tractate and are preceded by the word mishnah
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A second supplement to the mishnah the toseftaTosefta came into existence at the end
of the fourth century CE references to the tosefta are cited toseftaTosefta tractate
chapterversechapter verse

13thethe story is found in gittin 56a b and lamentations rabbahdabbah 1.515
seeseejackbeejackjack P lewis what do we mean by jabnehjabner journal of bible and

religion 32 no 2 1964 12532125 32 esp 126 see also sanders canon 1841
25anderson25anderson canonical and noncanonicalnon canonical 132 33 see also sanders

canon 1843 and albert C sundberg the old testament of the early church
harvard theological studies vol 20 cambridge harvard university press 1964
116 17

mishnah2mishnah yadaim 4.64646 tosefta yadaim 2.13213213215 see also tosefta shabbath
13.5135135155 and tosefta sanhedrin 13.4134134154 5 the use of the expression makes the hands
unclean as a technical term for canonical originates according to the talmud
with the very early practice of keeping the torah next to the food offerings in the
temple it was found that the rodents that came and ate the food also enjoyed
chewing on the scrolls so to guarantee that the two would no longer be stored
together thus ensuring the protection of the scrolls the rabbis imposed
uncleanness on the scriptures shabbath l4a14alaa this designation meant that one
was required to purify oneself after using the scriptures this ruling probably also
protected the scriptures from indiscriminate handling see also mishnah yadaim
4.64646 and tosefta yadaim 22102.1021010

27lewis27lewis jabnehjabner 131
harryharryyY gamble canon new testament in anchor bible dictionary

1853
291loweverhowever there is a fragment of ben sira whose canonicity we have seen

as well as ezekiels was in fact under discussion at the very time and would have
been included with the writings had it been accepted into the canon


